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Abstract
Interactions of carbohydrates and proteins are essential for many biological processes and
glycan microarrays have emerged as powerful tools to rapidly assess these carbohydrateprotein interactions. Diverse platforms to immobilize glycans on glass slides for subsequent
probing of the specificities of glycan-binding proteins (GBPs) have evolved. It has been
suggested that high local glycan density on microarrays is crucial for detecting low-affinity
interactions. To determine the influence of printing efficacy on GBP binding, we compared
N-hydroxyl succinimide (NHS)-ester activated glass slides from three different
manufacturers and evaluated two different printing buffers. Large differences in binding
efficacies of Concanavalin A, peanut agglutinin, and Ricinus communis agglutinin 120 were
observed. On some slides, low affinity interactions were missed altogether. Addition of
polyethylenglycol (PEG) 400 to the printing buffer significantly enhanced the sensitivity of
the binding assays. After monitoring printing efficacy over prolonged printing times,
substantial effects resulting from progressing hydrolysis of the NHS-esters during the
printing run on one type of slides were found. Printing efficiency of glycans strongly depends
on the type of NHS-ester activated slides, the printing buffer, and the printing time. We
provide practical advice for selecting the right printing conditions for particular applications.
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1. Introduction
Glycan-binding proteins (GBPs), such as antibodies and lectins, play important roles in many
aspects of life, including cell-cell interaction, cancer recognition by the human immune
system, host-pathogen interaction, and innate immunity in animals and plants [1-3]. The
binding specificities of GBPs can be determined in high throughput using glycan microarrays
that contain carbohydrates immobilized on glass slides for subsequent interrogation of the
binding events [4, 5]. Picoliter amounts of glycan solutions are printed using specialized
printing robots. Since their introduction in 2002, glycan microarrays have been used to
analyze the specificities of bacterial, animal, plant and human GBPs, and antibodies [6-16].
Several different glycan array platforms have been developed. Mostly, direct immobilization
using a functionalized linker on the carbohydrate and indirect immobilization via printing of
glycan-protein conjugates is employed [5, 17, 18]. A previous cross-comparison of glycan
array platforms revealed differences regarding the detection sensitivities of carbohydrateGBP interactions, probably resulting from differences in local glycan densities. These
differences significantly impact the measurement of weak binding interactions [19]. The
glycan array from the Consortium of Functional Glycomics, containing more than 600
mammalian oligosaccharides, is most widely used by the scientific community and is printed
through direct immobilization of the glycans on N-hydroxyl succinimide (NHS) esteractivated glass slides [17]. GBP-binding to several ligands was missed on this array when
compared to the Gildersleeve arrays that immobilize protein-linked carbohydrates and
therefore may result in higher local glycan densities [19]. NHS-ester chemistry is the method
of choice for many labs due to the ease of glycan immobilization. Existing microarray
platforms that use NHS-ester chemistry for glycan immobilization print the oligosaccharides
on the activated glass slides differently. Different labs successfully use slides from different
manufacturers, for example Nexterion H slides from Schott [8, 20, 21], Codelink slides from
Surmodics [8, 22], and less commonly also slides from the manufacturer PolyAn [23, 24].
Moreover, different printing buffers such as sodium phosphate buffers or phosphate buffers
including polyethylenglycol (PEG) 400 [12, 17, 25, 26], different humidity [18, 27], and
different glycan concentrations are used for printing [19]. In order to improve printing
efficiency and optimize glycan density on microarrays using direct immobilization via NHSester chemistry, we analyzed the influence of printing conditions, including the printing
buffer and humidity, while printing on different commercially available microarray slides on
GBP-binding.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup to assess printing efficacy.
(A) Design of microarray slide with 64 fields. Ligand 1 was printed in the fields of the first column, and ligand 2
was printed in the remaining three columns. The upper half of fields was printed with printing buffer (PB) 1:
50mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.5; the lower half was printed with PB2: 80% 50mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.5, 0.005% CHAPS,
20% PEG400. After printing, the slides were probed with peanut agglutinin (PNA), Ricinus communis
agglutinin 120 (RCA120) and ConcanavalinA (ConA), as indicated in green below the slide. Note that ConA
was probed against ligand 1 and ligand 2. For each GBP, a 1:3 dilution series with the highest concentration of
0.2 mg/ml was used. (B) Printing pattern for each field with three different printing concentrations (10-400 µM)
and nine time points from 0-36 h, with the first printed spots at 0h and the last printed spots at 36h. Each spot
was printed in triplicates. (C) Scans of fields that are indicated in red and blue in (A) on the three types of slides
printed with PB1 (red) or PB2 (blue) at 40% humidity, and probed with ConA, PNA, and RCA120 (0.2 mg/ml)
as GBP. All images were obtained using the same photomultiplier gain and exported from the GenePix program
using the same settings for brightness and contrast.
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2. Results and Discussion
In a previous study we have employed a synthetic plant glycan microarray for characterizing
the epitopes of plant cell wall glycan-directed monoclonal antibodies [12]. We noticed that
certain expected binding events were missed on Codelink slides when using standard printing
conditions (Figure S1). After changing several parameters, such as humidity and printing
buffer, we had found printing conditions that led to stronger signals for antibody binding
without affecting the background and thus met our needs. To analyze the influence of
printing conditions on GBP-binding more systematically, we devised an experimental setup
to simultaneously test two different printing buffers and three printing concentrations over a
time-course of 36 h on different types of slides (Figure 1). We obtained N-hydroxyl
succinimide (NHS)-activated glass slides from three manufacturers: CodeLink slides from
Surmodics (Eden Prairie, MN, USA), Nexterion H slides from Schott (Mainz, Germany), and
3D-NHS slides from PolyAn (Berlin, Germany). Two oligosaccharides were printed at three
different humidities (40, 50, and 60%) to monitor putative hydrolysis of the NHS-esters
during longer printing runs. To compare high- and low-affinity GBP-carbohydrate
interactions, we printed two different oligosaccharides as ligands: an α-1,2 linked diglucoside
(ligand 1 [28]) and an α-1,2 linked trimannoside substituted at the central mannose with a β1,4 linked galactosyl residue (ligand 2, Figure 1A [29]). Each spot was printed in triplicates
to assess the technical variance of the printing conditions. The immobilized glycans were
subsequently probed with the fluorescein-labeled GBPs Concanavalin A (ConA, mediumaffinity GBP for ligand 1 and high-affinity GBP for ligand 2), peanut agglutinin (PNA), and
Ricinus communis agglutinin (RCA) 120 (both low affinity GBPs for ligand 2, [30, 31], using
a series of eight 1:3 dilutions, starting with 0.2 mg/mL as the highest concentration (Figure
1).
With this experimental setup, we found distinct strengths of GBP binding signals depending
on the printing conditions (Figure 1C). Using the fluorescence signal of the bound GBPs as a
rough approximation for glycan density, we observed higher printing efficacy on CodeLink
slides compared to Nexterion H and PolyAn slides (Figure 2A). Moreover, we observed that
including 20% PEG400 in the printing buffer (PB2) increased GBP binding compared to
plain sodium phosphate buffer (PB1) on all slide types, with CodeLink slides showing the
largest differences (Figure 2A). PEG, a strongly hydrophilic compound, enhances the
hydrophilicity of membranes and surfaces [32-34]. We hypothesize that PEG400 increases
the hydrophilicity of the polymeric surface layer coating the glass slides, resulting in
improved accessibility of the reactive NHS-esters to the oligosaccharides and ultimately
higher glycan densities. For example, the low-affinity interaction between GBP RCA120 and
ligand 2 could be detected on Codelink slides with both printing buffers, while on Nexterion
H slides RCA120 binding was only observed when the PEG400 containing PB2 was used
(Figure 2A and B, Figure S2).
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Fig. 2. Printing efficacy on slides from different manufacturers after using different printing buffers.
(A) Binding of ConA, PNA, and RCA120 to the respective oligosaccharides on different types of microarray
slides. For each slide type the influence of the two printing buffers on subsequent GBP binding is displayed. (B)
RCA120 binding after printing on CodeLink (solid line) and Nexterion H slides (dashed line). Note that for the
Nexterion H slides RCA120 binding was only observed when PB2 was used for printing (filled symbol).
Printing was performed at 40% humidity. Unless indicated differently, the highest ligand concentration (400
μM), highest GBP concentration (0.2 mg/ml), and the first time point (0 h) are displayed for the data points.
Error bars indicate the standard deviation of printed technical triplicates.

Fig. 3. Influence of the printing concentration and buffer on printing efficacy.
Binding of ConA to ligand 2 printed in three different concentrations (10 μM light grey, 100 μM grey, and 400
μM black lines). Note that data points for the glycan printed with PB1 (open symbols) are in between the 10 μM
and 100 μM concentrations printed with PB2 (filled symbols) for Codelink slides (A), Nexterion H slides (B)
and PolyAn slides (C). Data for slides printed at 40% humidity is shown.
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Next, we analyzed the influence of glycan concentration (10 µM, 100 µM and 400 µM)
during printing on glycan density on the microarray. We found that increasing the glycan
concentration yielded higher glycan density on the array on all slide types and for both
printing buffers (Figure 3). However, the extend to which glycan concentration correlated
with glycan density was dependent on the slide type and the printing buffer. Relatively
similar glycan densities were obtained when printing different glycan concentrations using
PB1, whereas the glycan density correlated more with the printed oligosaccharide
concentration for PB2 (Figure 3). Thus, the addition of PEG400 to the printing buffer does
only result in higher local glycan densities when high printing concentrations are used. We
noticed that the printed drop was evaporating relatively quickly on the slide during printing
when PB1 was used, while the PEG400 in PB2 strongly reduced the rate of evaporation.
During evaporation, the oligosaccharide concentration increases, thus resulting in more
efficient reactions of the oligosaccharides with the NHS esters on the slide, especially at low
printing concentrations. This hypothesis was further supported by the smaller sizes of spots
for lower glycan concentrations when printing with PB1, while more similar spot sizes were
obtained for the three glycan concentrations when printing with PB2 (Figure 1C). When we
analyzed plant glycan-directed antibodies we found a similar effect of the two printing
buffers on spot size and glycan density when using four different printing concentrations
(Figure S1F).
To test hydrolysis rates of the NHS esters during the printing runs, we monitored glycan
printing efficacies over a time period of 36 h. Printing efficacies on CodeLink slides
decreased with prolonged printing times, as detected by decreased ConA binding to ligand 1
and RCA120 binding to ligand 2 (Figure 4A and C). Increasing humidity during printing
(from 40 to 60%) strongly enhanced this effect for ConA binding to ligand 1 (Figure 4B,
Figure S3), indicating that humidity is the major cause for the reduced printing efficacies on
the CodeLink slides. A direct comparison of the slide types showed that Nexterion H and
PolyAn slides ensure stable printing efficacies with prolonged printing times, at both 40%
and 60% humidity (Figure 4A and B). Notably, decreased printing efficacy due to NHS ester
hydrolysis particularly affected low affinity binding events. The high-affinity binding of
ConA to ligand 2 (Figure S2C, F, I) was less severely impacted by reduced glycan densities
than the medium-affinity binding of ConA to ligand 1 (Figure 4A, B). The low-affinity
binding of PNA and RCA120 to ligand 2 strongly decreased after 40% humidity-printing
(Figure S2A, B) and exponentially decreased over time at higher humidity (Figure S2D, E, G,
H). We had noticed similar effects for the binding of two monoclonal antibodies to β-1,4linked galactan oligosaccharides (Figure S1C, D). Overall, these data show that the signal
intensity corresponding to bound GBP, although no linear correlation can be expected, can
serve as a rough approximation for glycan density on the microarray for the investigated
ligand-protein interactions.
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Fig. 4. Influence of humidity on printing efficacy during prolonged printing runs.
(A, B) ConA binding to ligand 1 after prolonged printing times on CodeLink (solid line), Nexterion H (dashed
line) and PolyAn slides (dotted line). (C) RCA120 binding after printing for prolonged times on CodeLink
slides. Displayed are differences between PB1 (open symbols) and PB2 (filled symbols). Printing was
performed at 40% humidity (A, C) or 60% humidity (B). The highest ligand concentration (400 μM), and the
highest GBP concentration (0.2 mg/ml) are displayed for the data points.

Finally, we analyzed NHS ester hydrolysis during prolonged printing times in different
printing buffers. The negative effect of NHS ester hydrolysis on printing efficacy was
stronger in PB2 than in PB1 (Figure 4C, Figure S3). RCA120 binding to ligand 1 dropped
steeply after 6 h of printing on CodeLink slides for PB2, and only gradually for PB1 (Figure
4C). This decrease in printing efficacy over time for PB2 was observed also for ConA
binding to ligand 1 on CodeLink slides, albeit to a lesser extend (Figure S3A). Conversely,
Nexterion H and PolyAn slides did not show this strong decrease in printing efficacy when
printing was performed over prolonged times at 40% humidity. Only when printing was
performed at 60% humidity, a similar effect was observed for Nexterion H slides after 12 h
when PB2 was used (Figure S3D). To explain this unexpected result, we hypothesize that
evaporation of PB1 and the resulting increased oligosaccharide concentration compensates
for an increased number of hydrolyzed NHS esters. We noticed that storage of
oligosaccharides in the PEG400 containing PB2 at 4 °C or at -20 °C led to inefficient
immobilization of the oligosaccharides and permanent precipitation of buffer components.
Nonetheless, when high glycan densities are required and printing times are kept short,
addition of PEG400 to the printing buffer will improve printing efficacy and allow for
glycan-protein interactions to be detected that are otherwise invisible.
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3. Conclusion
An analysis of glycan microarray printing conditions provided insights into the influence of
slide type, printing buffer, oligosaccharide concentration, and length of printing run on the
immobilization of oligosaccharides on NHS-activated slides. Low-affinity GBP-carbohydrate
interactions may be missed on Nexterion H and PolyAn slides while CodeLink slides
potentially provide higher signal intensities for GBP binding. Monitoring the printing
efficacy over longer time periods (0-36 h) revealed that prolonged printing runs on Nexterion
H and PolyAn slides resulted in stable signals after glycan detection with different GBPs,
whereas on Codelink slides decreased GBP binding, due to hydrolysis of the NHS esters
during printing, was observed. Printing runs on CodeLink slides should thus be kept short
(<12 h) and performed at low humidity, e.g. 40%. The printing efficacy may be enhanced by
the addition of PEG400 to the printing buffer. These results suggest that, depending on the
requirements, NHS-activated slides and the printing process must be carefully selected to
ensure optimal results when probing carbohydrate-GBP interactions on microarrays.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1 Glycan array printing
For our analysis we used an α-1,2 linked diglucoside (ligand 1) and an α-1,2 linked
trimannoside substituted at the central mannose with a β-1,4 linked galactosyl residue (ligand
2, Figure 1) that have previously been chemically synthesized as described in the respective
reports [28, 29]. The oligosaccharides were printed on N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esteractivated glass slides from three different manufacturers, i.e. CodeLink slides from
SurModics (Eden Prairie, MN, USA), Nexterion H slides from Schott (Mainz, Germany), and
3D-NHS slides from PolyAn (Berlin, Germany), using a non-contact piezoelectric spotting
device (S3; Scienion, Berlin, Germany). The three slides were taken from freshly opened
slide boxes and all printed at room temperature within one week starting with a printing run
at 40% humidity, then at 50%, and then at 60% humidity. Two different oligosaccharides
were diluted to three printing concentrations (400 μM, 100 μM, and 10 µM) either in printing
buffer 1 (PB1: 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.5) or in freshly prepared printing buffer 2
(PB2: 80% (v/v) 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.5, 0.005% (v/v) CHAPS, 20% (w/v)
PEG400 (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany)). The first spots (triplicates of each of the three
concentrations) were printed at time point 0 h. Next, we printed spots in 2 h intervals (2 h, 4
h, 6 h), then in 6 h intervals (12 h, 18 h, 24 h, 30 h, 36 h). During the 36 h printing runs the
slides were left in the printing chamber at the given humidity. The oligosaccharide solutions
were stored in a 384-well plate in the printing chamber and cooled to the dew point to avoid
water evaporation from or condensation to the solutions in the wells while printing. Due to
technical reasons the printing solutions for each time point were taken from different wells.
The printing pattern for the 64 fields on the slide is depicted in Figure 1B. After printing, the
microarray slides were removed from the printing chamber and incubated for 1 h in a box
with wet tissue paper to ensure that all reactions proceeded to completion. Then the slides
were quenched for 1 h at room temperature in 100 mM ethanolamine, 50 mM sodium
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phosphate, pH 9, and subsequently washed three times with deionized water, and dried by
centrifugation (300 g/min, 2 min).
4.2 Probing of glycan-binding proteins
We used fluorescein-labeled Concanavalin A (ConA), peanut agglutinin (PNA), and Ricinus
communis agglutinin (RCA) 120 (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) to assess the
printing efficacies. To test the three different GBPs in eight concentrations, we applied a
FlexWell 64 grid (Grace Bio-Labs, Bend, OR, USA) to the slide. The slides were blocked
with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 1 h at
room temperature. A series of eight 1:3 dilutions of the GBPs (0.2 mg/ml – 0.091 µg/ml)
were prepared in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.0, including 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM
MnCl2. To each well on the slide, 20 µl GBP-solution was applied and incubated for 16 h at 4
°C. Unbound GBP was removed by washing the slides twice for 5 min with 10 mM HEPES,
pH 7.0 including 1 mM CaCl2. After removing the grid, the slides were rinsed shortly with
water and dried by centrifugation at 300 g/min for 2 min. The fluorescence on each slide
obtained after excitation with the 488 nm laser was scanned with a GenePix 4300A
microarray scanner using the photomultiplier gain 400 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA) and quantified using the GenePix Pro 7 software (Molecular Devices).
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